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Disease resistance and infectivity 
of virus susceptible and resistant 
common carp strains
Batya Dorfman , Evgeniya Marcos‑Hadad , Roni Tadmor‑Levi  & Lior David *

Infectious diseases challenge health and welfare of humans and animals. Unlike for humans, breeding 
of genetically resistant animals is a sustainable solution, also providing unique research opportunities. 
Chances to survive a disease are improved by disease resistance, but depend also on chances to get 
infected and infect others. Considerable knowledge exists on chances of susceptible and resistant 
animals to survive a disease, yet, almost none on their infectivity and if and how resistance and 
infectivity correlate. Common carp (Cyprinus carpio) is widely produced in aquaculture, suffering 
significantly from a disease caused by cyprinid herpes virus type 3 (CyHV‑3). Here, the infectivity of 
disease‑resistant and susceptible fish types was tested by playing roles of shedders (infecting) and 
cohabitants (infected) in all four type‑role combinations. Resistant shedders restricted spleen viral 
load and survived more than susceptible ones. However, mortality of susceptible cohabitants infected 
by resistant shedders was lower than that of resistant cohabitants infected by susceptible shedders. 
Virus levels in water were lower in tanks with resistant shedders leading to lower spleen viral loads in 
cohabitants. Thus, we empirically demonstrated that disease resistant fish survive better and infect 
less, with implications to epidemiology in general and to the benefit of aquaculture production.

The prevention and treatment of infectious diseases is an ever-evolving challenge. Types of pathogens might 
change among hosts and over time, but what commonly govern the dynamics of a disease outbreak are host–path-
ogen  interactions1–3. Controlling infectious disease outbreaks is of utmost significance for the health of humans, 
but infectious pathogens present significant challenges to other animals as well, particularly to sustainable farm-
ing of  animals4–9. Number of farmed animals have been increasing to meet food demands and their stocking 
densities are high to improve efficiency. Aquaculture suffers most, as animal numbers and stocking densities are 
exceptionally high, pathogens spread efficiently in water, and means to prevent and control disease outbreaks 
under aquaculture conditions are  limited10,11. However, with respect to disease control, unlike for humans, 
developing disease-resistant animals is a highly desirable, sustainable and cost-effective solution to mitigate 
the devastating consequences of infectious disease  outbreaks12–14. Notably, even at random, some susceptible 
individuals might stand a chance to survive even a severe disease, implying that survivors are not necessarily 
resistant. Chances of disease resistant animals to survive are higher because of their genetics, and once trait 
variation exists, then breeding of resistant strains is  feasible15–17.

Understanding disease resistance mechanisms has not only been promoting sustainable farming solu-
tions. Having susceptible and resistant strains in hand also allows their comparison, forming an indispensable 
research system to enhance our knowledge on how different host–pathogen interactions lead to different disease 
 outcomes3,18–22. Disease resistance mechanisms are better studied upon the first host–pathogen encounter, since 
upon a repeated exposure of survivors, their immune memory can play a major role obscuring the resistance 
 mechanism14. The most common way used to evaluate disease resistance is measuring survival/mortality from 
a disease. This estimator is rough, since this binary phenotype could have a complex genetic  basis23–26. In addi-
tion, the commonly used term “disease resistance” is ought to be more specifically defined depending on the 
underlying  mechanism27–29. For instance, disease resistance is not necessarily the same as disease tolerance or 
infection resistance, since different mechanisms might play a role in restricting the pathogen replication in host 
tissues, tolerating host tissue damages or limiting pathogen entry into a host,  respectively30–34. Importantly, the 
mechanisms leading to surviving a disease are not necessarily mutually exclusive or controlled by a single gene, 
often making survival chances a quantitative rather than a binary  trait15,31,35.

The dynamics of disease outbreaks is affected not only by the host’s resistance but also by its tendency to 
infect others (infectivity)13,31,36–38. A reasonable and common hypothesis is that disease resistant individuals are 
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less likely to become sick and thus, will be less infective than susceptible individuals. On the other hand, it was 
hypothesized that certain infected, sick or asymptomatic, individuals can play a role of super-spreaders38–42. 
Although an important aspect in disease epidemiology, these hypotheses on infectivity were tested mostly by 
epidemiological  models43–45. Adjusting models to include indirect genetic effects allowed the incorporation of 
heritable traits belonging to one individual and their effects on the traits of  another36,46–49. However, although 
there are hypotheses on and modeling of infectivity, so far, only a few studies evaluated empirically the relation-
ship between disease resistance and  infectivity46,49.

The common carp, Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus, 1758, is among the most highly produced freshwater fish species 
 globally50. Both food carp and ornamental Koi strains are highly susceptible to an illness caused by the cyprinid 
herpes virus type 3 (CyHV-3, also known as Koi Herpesvirus or KHV). The disease was first recorded in the 1990s 
and has since spread to common carp populations wherever  cultured51–56. Belonging to the Alloherpesviridae 
 family57, this dsDNA virus affects epithelial cells, causing tissue necrosis and hemorrhages of the gills and liver, 
behavioral changes, and mass mortality. Susceptible fish exposed to CyHV-3 under permissive temperatures 
(18–26 °C) die within 6–21 days post-infection, and the losses are mounting to 60–100% of all  fish58–61.

Resistance to CyHV-3 was identified in feral  strains62–66. Our group has been breeding for CyHV-3 disease 
resistance by trait introgression from a resistant feral strain into two susceptible food strains, followed by back-
crosses and family selection of fish from resistant  families65. Previous studies indicated a considerable additive 
genetic component for CyHV-3  resistance65,67,68. Several genomic regions (QTLs) affecting fish survival were 
identified, indicating CyHV-3 is a polygenic trait, and several immune system genes were identified inside these 
QTLs, suggesting the involvement of immunity in  resistance52,68–71.

In this study, by using an infection-by-cohabitation model, susceptible and resistant fish types played roles as 
shedders (infecting) or cohabitants (infected) in all four combinations of type and role. Mortalities, tissue viral 
loads and tank water viral loads were recorded to follow the path of infection and disease and study if and how 
disease resistance variation relates to infectivity differences.

Results
Mortality patterns
Cumulative mortality curves of the four treatments were produced separately for shedders and cohabitants, by 
averaging counts of the four replicates  (Supp. Fig. 1) and after adjustments for untimed mortalities and mortal-
ity start day (Fig. 1A). Shedders, which were all equally infected with virus by IP injection, suffered mortalities 
as of day 5 post-infection and progressively accumulated more as expected from their type. Final cumulative 
mortality was significantly higher for susceptible compared to resistant shedders (means of 0.83 and 0.20, t test, 
P < 0.0001), validating the disease model and the difference between fish types. For cohabitants, mortalities started 
3 days later, at day 8. However, cohabitant mortalities accumulated depending on the combination of shedder and 
cohabitant types (Fig. 1A). Final cumulative mortality was highest for susceptible cohabitants infected by suscep-
tible shedders (mean = 0.52) and lowest for resistant cohabitants infected by resistant shedders (mean = 0.05), as 
might be expected. However, resistant cohabitants infected by susceptible shedders (mean = 0.17) suffered slightly 
higher mortalities than susceptible cohabitants infected by resistant shedders (mean = 0.14). Statistically, S => S 
had significantly higher cumulative mortality than R => R (Tukey–Kramer HSD, P = 0.019), whereas the other two 
treatments were not different from each other or from susceptible shedders (Fig. 1A). Further, survival analyses 
on the same data confirmed the differences for both the shedders and cohabitants (Log-Rank, P < 0.0001 for both, 
Fig. 1C and D). Thus, chances of host mortality relied on not only its own type but also the type it was infected by.

Furthermore, for each fish type (susceptible or resistant), three final cumulative mortality means were cal-
culated: one of shedders and two of cohabitants by what shedder type they were infected by (Fig. 1B). The mean 
mortality of all susceptible categories was higher by 0.47 than that of all resistant categories combined. In more 
details, susceptible shedders had cumulative mortality (0.83) significantly higher than susceptible cohabitants 
infected by susceptible shedders (0.52), and both had significantly higher mortalities than the other four cat-
egories (0.20–0.05), including from susceptible infected by resistant (Tukey–Kramer HSD, P < 0.0001). Thus, 
mortality of cohabitants was consistently lower when infected by resistant shedders. Switching shedders from 
susceptible to resistant reduced mortalities by 0.13 and 0.38, for resistant and susceptible cohabitants, respec-
tively. From the perspective of final mortality, these analyses indicated that infection by cohabitation is less severe 
compared to that by IP injection and more effective by susceptible fish.

Relative viral load in spleen
Viral loads were analyzed in spleen of live fish only, including from sampling days with concurrent mortalities, 
and thus, it is likely that viral levels measured were under-estimated, since fish that died in sampling days and 
earlier are likely to have had even higher viral loads. Relative viral loads in shedders were measured at day 5 post 
injection, allowing time for tissue infection, but before significant infection by cohabitation with peers occurred. 
Relative viral loads in cohabitants were measured later at days 7, 10, 15 and 25 to follow the cohabitation effect. 
Despite being injected with equal amounts of virus, by day 5, viral load in susceptible shedders (mean = 4.88) 
was 100 times higher than in resistant ones (mean = 2.89; t test,  log10 scale, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2A). Mean viral load 
in shedders at day 5 (3.95, resistant and susceptible combined) was significantly higher than all loads measured 
in cohabitants, both on average and when resistant and susceptible fish were separately compared. In particu-
lar, load in shedders at day 5 was 2600 and 570 times higher than in cohabitants at days 10, (mortality start, 
mean = 0.52) and 15 (mortality peak, mean = 1.19), respectively (Tukey Kramer HSD test, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2A). 
Further, viral loads of injected shedders at day 5, among both susceptible and resistant fish, were less variable 
than those among cohabitants (Fig. 2A).
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To understand better the dynamics of spleen viral loads, relative levels of only cohabitants were analyzed 
further by a full factorial model, considering the effects of day, shedder type and cohabitant type. A significant 
interaction was found between day and cohabitant type (P = 0.025). Viral load in susceptible cohabitants signifi-
cantly increased towards day 15 and decreased back towards day 25 (Tukey–Kramer HSD, P = 0.0194), whereas 
in resistant cohabitants viral loads did not vary significantly over days (Fig. 2B). Further, the effect of shedder 
type on viral loads in cohabitants was analyzed, yet again, the interaction with day was significant (P = 0.00024, 
Fig. 2C). Cohabitants infected by susceptible shedders had a gradual and significant increase in viral loads from 
day 7 to day 15 (Tukey–Kramer, P = 0.0127) and a significant decrease back to day 25 (Tukey–Kramer, P = 0.003), 
whereas cohabitants infected by resistant shedders had lower and steadier loads overall, and significantly lower 
than those infected by susceptible shedders at day 15 (Tukey–Kramer HSD, P = 0.0083).

Thus, infection by IP injection led to much higher and more uniform viral loads in host tissues compared 
to infection by cohabitation. In addition, resistant fish restricted viral replication much more effectively than 
susceptible ones. Finally, spleen viral loads in live fish infected by cohabitation increased alongside mortalities 
and were affected significantly not only by the type of host fish, but also by the type of infecting fish.

Relative DNA loads in tank water
Implied by the cohabitation infection model, shedders were likely infecting cohabitants primarily by releasing 
virus particles into the environment. Therefore, viral loads and fish DNA loads, were measured in water samples 
taken from tanks on days 5, 7 and 10, the period at which infection by cohabitation was expected and overlapping 
the early measurements of viral loads in spleen of hosts. Firstly, to understand what affects viral and fish DNA 
loads in water, three parameters were correlated (Fig. 3). A strong and positive correlation was found between 
viral and fish DNA loads in water (r = 0.8148, P < 0.0001; Fig. 3A). Next, a medium and positive correlation 
was found between viral load and number of mortalities around the water sampling day (r = 0.4519, P = 0.0064; 
Fig. 3B). Lastly, no correlation was found between fish DNA load and number of mortalities around the water 
sampling day (r = 0.206, P = 0.2352; Fig. 3C). These correlations suggested that release of DNAs into the water 
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Figure 1.  Cumulative mortality of experimental groups. (A) Mean cumulative mortality by days (adjusted to 
start day) for shedders (full lines) and cohabitants (dashed lines). S for susceptible (red shades), R for resistant 
(green shades) and arrow for the direction of infection (shedder => cohabitant). (B) Final mean cumulative 
mortalities and standard errors for resistant (left bars) and susceptible (right bars) categories. Within each 
category, the left bar (full color) is for shedders and the two right bars (meshed and striped) are for cohabitants 
infected by different shedders (susceptible in red and resistant in green). Different letters denote statistically 
different means. Arrows denote differences between means. Survival analysis for (C) shedders, right censored to 
day 12 and (D) cohabitants, right censored to day 16. Note that survival analyses results are similar to mortality 
analyses presented in (A).
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relates to mortalities, more for viral than for fish DNA. It is also possible that release of both DNA types relates 
to tissue damage leading to mortalities.

To understand better what affects DNA levels in the water, a full factorial model was applied for viral DNA 
separately from fish DNA loads in tank water. The model interactions for both fish and virus DNA loads were 
insignificant and thus, main factors were analyzed individually. Interestingly, higher viral loads were found in 
tanks of susceptible shedders compared to tanks of resistant ones (t test, P = 0.0445; Fig. 4A), but no significant 
differences between tanks of susceptible and resistant cohabitants (t test, P = 0.3276; Fig. 4B). Further viral loads 
in water significantly increased between day 7 and 10, in line with the end of shedders’ and start of cohabitants’ 
mortalities (Student’s t test, P = 0.0447; Fig. 4C). With respect to fish DNA loads in water, a trend was observed 
for higher levels in tanks of susceptible shedders (t test, P = 0.1039; Fig. 4D), but a significantly higher level was 
found in tanks of resistant cohabitants compared to susceptible ones (t test, P = 0.0014; Fig. 4E). Fish DNA loads 
were similar among sampling days (Student’s t test, P = 0.1046; Fig. 4F). Thus, although correlated, viral DNA 
levels in water were affected more by shedder type, whereas fish DNA levels more by cohabitant type, indicating 
that susceptible fish shed more virus, especially around days with mortalities.
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to experimentally analyze if and how variation in disease resistance relates to infectivity 
differences under the infection-by-cohabitation model. But first, since the adjective resistant is generally used, 
two distinctions are in place in the context of this study. Resistant are not individuals merely surviving a disease, 
simply because survivors are found, although to a lesser extent, also in susceptible groups. Resistant are also not 
individuals immunized by prior infection or vaccination, since immunized individuals might be protected by a 
different mechanism than that protecting disease resistant fish upon their first exposure. Here, disease resistant 
fish have a genetic heritable trait significantly improving the chances of naïve individuals to survive the disease 
upon their first encounter with the  pathogen65,71,72.

We experimented using both IP injection of shedders, ensuring their equal infection, and infection-by-
cohabitation for cohabitants, mimicking natural infection conditions. Hence, our setup allows addressing dif-
ferences related to infection and infectivity. Evidently, the infection method matters, since both tissue viral loads 
(Fig. 2) and mortalities (Fig. 1) were lower in cohabitants (infected by cohabitation) than in shedders (infected 
by IP injection). Our previous findings already demonstrated that resistant fish can be infected by cohabitation, 
but they restrict the tissue viral load better than susceptible  fish65. In this study, shedders were all equally IP 
injected and again resistant fish constrained viral replication two orders of magnitude better than susceptible 
ones (Fig. 2). Thus, infection by injection confirmed the resistance mechanism, which is consistent with the defi-
nition of disease resistance being the improved capacity of the host to restrict the viral load and its consequent 
tissue  damages14,28,32. Notwithstanding the disease resistance, since both mortalities and spleen viral loads were 
generally lower in cohabitants compared to shedders (Figs. 1, 2), we cannot rule out that resistant fish are also 
somewhat infection resistant, although this effect could also be due to the specific conditions of water exchange 
rate and fish density, enabling some cohabitants to avoid initial infection.

Mortalities in cohabitants followed those of shedders by about 4–6 days (Fig. 1A), again validating the infec-
tion-by-cohabitation model, but more importantly, allowing to address questions related to infectivity. Notably, 
several results suggested that cohabitation, and therefore, infection under natural conditions, rely on the propor-
tion of infecting-to-infected  hosts44,45. We applied a relatively high ratio of 1:2 between shedders and cohabitants, 
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yet, despite this high ratio and the significant viral propagation in shedders (Fig. 2), the efficiency of infection by 
cohabitation was incomplete, as supported by three results. First, viral loads in spleen of cohabitants at day 10 
were much lower compared to that in shedders at day 5 (Fig. 2). Secondly, cumulative mortality of cohabitants 
was lower than that of shedders of the same type (Fig. 1). Lastly, records of late mortalities (Supp. Fig. 1) were 
mainly of cohabitants that, based on their late timing, were probably infected by other cohabitants rather than 
originally by shedders. Therefore, in aquaculture, and more so under natural conditions, infection will progres-
sively take hold leading to more prolonged outbreaks and to continuous mortalities compared to our controlled 
and rigorous experimental model.

Furthermore, mortalities of cohabitants revealed an interesting pattern, reflecting the combined effect of 
shedder and cohabitant types. Ranking cumulative mortality by day 16, placed cohabitants (susceptible and resist-
ant) infected by susceptible shedders above those infected by resistant shedders (Fig. 1). Susceptible cohabitants 
suffered significant mortalities when infected by susceptible shedders, but significantly less when infected by 
resistant shedders. In fact, compared to infection by susceptible shedders, infection by resistant shedders reduced 
cumulative mortality of susceptible and resistant fish by 0.38 and 0.13, respectively (Fig. 1B). These effects esti-
mate infectivity differences, in comparison to a difference in cumulative mortality of 0.6 between susceptible 
and resistant shedders, estimating the effect of disease resistance alone. Thus, disease-susceptible fish not only 
had higher mortality rates but also were more infectious than resistant ones.

Higher infectivity was reflected also in viral loads. In shedders at day 5, viral load was 100 times higher in 
susceptible vs. resistant fish (Fig. 2). This led to 9 and 44 times higher viral loads by days 10 and 15, respectively, 
in spleen of cohabitants (susceptible and resistant combined) infected by susceptible shedders compared to 
cohabitants infected by resistant shedders. Consistently, viral loads in water increased till day 10, in correlation 
with increased number of mortalities, which were higher for susceptible shedders. On average, viral loads in water 
were four times higher in tanks with susceptible shedders, who suffered more tissue damages and mortalities 
compared to resistant ones (Fig. 4A). Fish DNA loads were higher in water of tanks with resistant cohabitants, 
likely because of less mortalities and higher biomass (Fig. 4D). Taken together, in the order actually occurring, 
genetically susceptible fish are more prone to infection, restrict less the viral replication in their tissues once 
infected, consequently shed more virus into the water and hence are more infective. As a result, an individual 
susceptible fish has lower chances to survive an outbreak and as a population, susceptible fish will suffer higher 
mortality rates and will spread the disease faster and to a higher extent. A resistant population will also suffer 
higher mortalities when infected by susceptible shedders. This chain of events, negatively relating disease resist-
ance to infectivity, makes sense in the light of the disease resistance mechanism. We already showed that CyHV-3 
resistance is a polygenic trait relying on an improved function of the host immune  system71,72, which restrains 
the pathogen replication in the host, as was also found in other diseases and  hosts14,73–77. Here it was shown for 
the first time that this disease resistance mechanism also leads to reduced infectivity.

Having demonstrated that susceptible fish shed the virus more effectively but are more likely to die from the 
disease, one might wonder if susceptible fish are actually super-spreaders39,40,78,79. Total spreading of the disease 
depends on amount shed per time unit and overall duration of shedding. Although several studies referred to 
the possibility of CyHV-3  latency80–83, other studies demonstrated the long immune protection that recovered 
fish  hold84–88. Our results showed that by day 25, when fish had recovered, spleen viral loads had significantly 
decreased, hence probably also their shedding. Upon re-exposure, either by re-infection or by activation of a 
latent virus, survivors, which are immunized, will restrict the virus load, hence the shedding. Thus, our results 
suggest that the duration of significant shedding is mainly during an outbreak. Thus, based on the results of this 
study, whom qualifying better to the definition of super-spreaders are susceptible fish during the disease, because 
of their short but heavier shedding.

Under the premise that resistant fish here are mainly disease-resistant (and likely also slightly infection-
resistant), our experiment provides prime empirical evidence that they are also less infectious than susceptible 
fish. As striking as this result is, it is noteworthy to remember that, in this study (Fig. 2) as in many other epide-
miological studies, variation exists between  individuals38. Some disease-resistant fish might fail to restrict viral 
replication, become more infective and end up dead, while some susceptible fish may not reach deadly infection 
levels, stay less infective, recover and become protected. Thus, here, both disease resistance and infectivity are 
quantitative measurements affecting chances of an individual to survive. In addition, since this disease resistance 
as a survival mechanism, also reduces infectivity, it bares implications also on survival rates and disease spread 
on the population  level84,89,90.

In conclusion, we clearly demonstrated experimentally that resistance to CyHV-3 leads to lower infectivity 
as a result of a host mechanism that restricts viral replication and hence pathogen shedding. This has significant 
implications to both aquaculture production and health of populations in natural water bodies. This study 
amplifies the significance of breeding disease resistant animals as a solution to sustainable food production and 
animal welfare. In the perspective of disease epidemiology, disease resistant animals are beneficial two folds, since 
they are less likely to die and are less infective of others. These virtues predict not only that genetically resistant 
fish will prevail following disease outbreaks, but will also contribute to reducing further virus propagation and 
disease spread.

Methods
Ethics statement
All experiments were carried out in accordance with procedures reviewed and approved in permit #AG-19-
15769-5 from the committee for ethics in experiments involving animals of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 
Tissue sampling from live fish was done following euthanasia by immersion in water with high concentration of 
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2-PhenoxyEthanol. At the end of the challenge, fish that survived were euthanized in the same way. All authors 
complied with the ARRIVE guidelines for animal experiments.

Fish experiments
Fish families of food-type carp, produced as part of the CyHV-3 resistance breeding scheme were disease chal-
lenged using our infection-by-cohabitation  model65. Each family was challenged in 3–4 replicates (n = 50 fish 
per replicate) and its mean cumulative % survival was calculated. From these initial experiments, fish from four 
resistant families (final cumulative % survival range of 0.61–0.75) were mixed and used as the resistant fish for 
this experiment. As susceptible fish, groups of Koi fish, which is the ornamental variant of the same species (C. 
carpio), were CyHV-3 challenged together with the food-type fish. Koi groups showed cumulative % survival 
range of 0.07–0.38, and also fish from these groups were mixed. Thus, food-type fish from resistant families and 
Koi fish from susceptible groups, which were not yet challenged (naïve), were randomly chosen for this study to 
serve as resistant and susceptible types, respectively. All fish were about 6-months-old and around 20 g in weight.

In this study, CyHV-3 challenges were carried out in 100 L tanks with a steady air supply, temperature of 
22–24 °C and fresh water flow of 130 L/day. Levels of nitrate  (NO3

–) were monitored to avoid stress. Each 
replicate experiment included four treatments in separate tanks as follows: (1) susceptible shedders infecting 
susceptible cohabitants (S => S), (2) susceptible infecting resistant (S => R), (3) resistant infecting susceptible 
(R => S) and (4) resistant shedders infecting resistance cohabitants (R => R). Each tank was populated at day 1 
with a combination of 20–22 virus injected shedders and 38–44 naïve cohabitants according to the four treatment 
combinations. Naïve shedder fish were injected intra-peritoneally (IP) with 0.2 mL containing 36,700 TCID50 
of wild-type CyHV-3 virus in PBS solution at day 1 of each replicate. Overall, four replicate experiments were 
done, each containing these four treatment combinations. Shedders and cohabitants were marked by different 
caudal fin clipping to allow identification for tissue sampling and mortality recording during an experiment and 
for counting survivors at the end. Experiments lasted up to 29 days (allowing mortalities to end), during which 
mortalities, water temperature and water quality were monitored twice a day.

Tissue samples and DNA extraction
For quantification of viral DNA levels in shedder and cohabitant tissues throughout infection, from each treat-
ment (tank), two live shedders were randomly sampled at day 5, and three live cohabitants were randomly 
sampled at days 7, 10, 15 and 25. In total, 224 fish were sampled, euthanized by immersion in a high dose of 
2-phenoxyethanol, placed on ice and dissected for spleen samples. Samples were kept in 100% ethanol and 
stored at − 20 °C.

DNA was extracted from spleen using the standard phenol–chloroform extraction protocol. Briefly, about 
40 mg of tissue was dried from ethanol, mixed with 600 µL of extraction buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1 M 
ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA), 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)], and 3 µL Proteinase K (20 mg/
mL), and placed for two-hours incubation at 55 °C. After incubation, equal volume of Phenol: Chloroform: 
Isoamyl-alcohol (25:24:1) was added, mixed and centrifuged for phase separation (13,000 rpm, 10 min). The 
supernatant phase was taken for one-hour incubation at 37 °C with 10 µL of RNAse A, before repeating the phase 
separation step. Next, DNA from the supernatant phase was precipitated by adding 2 M NaAcetate (NaAc) to a 
concentration of 0.2 M, and 2.5 volumes of 100% ethanol, followed by centrifugation (13,000 rpm, 5 min). Liquid 
was discarded, the DNA pellet was re-dissolved in 400 µL of double-distilled water, and the DNA precipitation 
process was repeated. Finally, the pellet was washed twice using 500 µL 70% cold ethanol (− 20 °C) and then 
dissolved in 100 µL of double-distilled sterile water. DNA concentration and quality (optical density, OD260/
OD280 ratio) were measured using NanoDrop ND-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and visually examined by 
1.5% Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) agarose gel electrophoresis. DNA samples were stored at − 20 °C until used for 
further analysis.

Water samples and DNA extraction
For quantification of DNA in tank water, a filtration protocol was adapted from Schroeder et al.91 and Sheyn 
et al.92. The volume of water filtered to obtain reliable viral DNA yields was determined by testing various 
volumes from earlier unrelated CyHV-3 challenge trials and 2 L was found suitable. Water was sampled from 
each treatment tank at days 5, 7 and 10 of experimental replicates 2, 3 and 4. Water samples were kept at 4 °C 
until same or next day filtration, through a reusable bottle top filter with a replaceable Isopore™ 0.2 µm filtra-
tion membrane (Merck Millipore Ltd.). Membranes containing the filtrate were cut into quarters, and frozen in 
− 80 °C until DNA extraction.

For DNA extraction, 800 μL of GTE buffer (50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA) was 
added to each quarter of the membrane. Further, 100 μL of 0.5 M EDTA and 4 μL of proteinase K solution 
(20 µg/mL) were added, followed by a two-hour incubation at 65 °C. After adding 200 µL of 10% SDS, the lysate 
was vortexed to homogenization. Next, equal volume of Phenol: Chloroform: Isoamyl-alcohol (25:24:1) was 
added. Samples were centrifuged (13,000 rpm, 10 min), and the supernatant was aspirated, split into two 1.5 mL 
Eppendorf tubes containing about 400 μL each, hence eight sub-samples per one original membrane. Each sub-
sample was mixed with NaAc to a final concentration of 0.2 M and 1 mL of 100% ethanol and then centrifuged 
to precipitate the DNA (13,000 rpm, 5 min). Each resulting DNA pellet was dissolved in 50 µL of double distilled 
water by 20 min incubation in 55 °C, and the eight sub-samples of each original filter were unified back into a 
single sample. The joint sample underwent another cycle of precipitation with NaAc and ethanol, washed with 
500 µL of freezer-cold 70% ethanol, dried and dissolved in 50 µL of double-distilled water. DNA samples were 
stored at − 20 °C until used for further analysis.
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Qualitative detection of virus DNA
PCR primers for the viral gene thymidine kinase (TK)93 (TK-F: 5′-GGG TTA CCT GTA CGAG-3′ and TK-R: 
5′-CAC CCA GTA GAT TATGC-3′) were used for primary confirmation of viral presence in DNA samples from 
tissues and water. As a positive PCR control, primers designed for the fish mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxi-
dase I (COX I)94 (cox1-F: 5′-TCA ACC ACC CAC AAA GAC ATT GGC AC-3′ and cox1-R: 5′-TAG ACT TCT GGG 
TGG CCA AAG AAT CA-3′) were used. For PCR amplification, 2 µL of DNA sample (average concentration of 
25 ng/µL) were added to a mix containing: 2 µL of GeneAmp™ 10X PCR Gold Buffer (6.6 mM), 2 µL of MgCl2 
(25 mM), 1.5 µL dNTPs (6.6 mM), 1 µL of Taq Polymerase, 1 µL primer pair (forward and reverse, 2.5 µM each) 
and double distilled water to reach a volume of 20 µL. A touchdown PCR profile was used for amplification 
with the following stages: 94 °C for 3 min, followed by 37 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 60–53°C for 1 min (anneal-
ing temperature was decreased by 0.5 °C with each of the first 14 cycles, resulting in a final change of − 7 °C), 
and 72 °C for 1 min, followed by 10 min for final elongation at 72 °C. Positive amplification was examined by 
electrophoresis of the PCR products on a 1.5% TBE agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. PCR products 
were visualized using Gel Doc XR + (BIO-RAD) and using ImageLab software (BIO-RAD). DNAs from CyHV-3 
infected fish and naïve fish were used as the positive and negative control, respectively, and a water sample served 
as a negative PCR control.

When samples yielded no visible PCR product, further nested PCR analysis was performed for detection of 
low levels of viral DNA. The first stage of amplification used the same protocol as before, with primers used at 
an annealing temperature of 68–61°C 95 (KHV9/5-F: 5′-GAC GAC GCC GGA GAC CTT GTG-3′ and KHV9/5-R: 
5′-CAC AAG TTC AGT CTG TTC CTC AAC -3′). The PCR products were then diluted × 100 and used as DNA 
templates for the nested stage with primers used at the same annealing  temperature96 (KHV-1Fn: 5′-CTC GCC 
GAG CAG AGG AAG CGC-3′ and KHV-1Rn: 5′-TCA TGC TCT CCG AGG CCA GCGG-3′).

Quantitative detection of virus and fish DNA
Relative CyHV-3 viral load in samples was analyzed by quantitative PCR (qPCR), using novel primers designed to 
amplify a 165 bp long section of the gene for a membrane protein in ORF 139 (ORF139b) (ORF139b-F: 5′-ATG 
GTG TCT ACC GCC AAC TC-3′ and ORF139b-R: 5′-GGT GTT CCT CAA CTG GCT GT-3′). Carp DNA was also 
quantified in the same samples for control and later calibration, using primers designed  by97 for the elongation 
factor 1-alpha (EF1-α) gene (EF1-α-F: 5′-CAA GGT CAC GAA GTC TGC AC-3′ and EF1-α-R: 5′-CAC GAG GTT 
GGG AAG AAC AT-3′). Calibration curves were made for each primer pair to test amplification and the desired 
DNA template concentration to be used in unknown samples. A virus-positive fish sample was used for both 
calibration curves, consisting of ten serial dilutions of 4 × each, with an initial concentration of 1250 ng/µL. 
Primer pairs ORF139b and EF1-α yielded 2.02 and 2.07 amplification efficiency respectively, as well as  R2 = 1.00 
and  R2 = 0.99, respectively.

For qPCR amplification, a mix was prepared containing 4 µL of water, 2 µL of primer mix (forward and 
reverse, 2 µM each) and 10 µL Platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix-UDG (Invitrogen) per sample. Of this 
mix, 16 µL were added to each 96-well plate well and supplemented with 4 µL of DNA (50 ng/µL). The plate was 
centrifuged and placed in the LightCycler® 96 (Roche). For amplification, a PCR profile was applied, including 
preincubation at 95 °C for 500 s, followed by an amplification segment (95 °C for 15 s, 63 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C 
for 15 s with a single fluorescence measurement), repeated for 45 cycles, and a melting segment (95 °C for 10 s, 
65 °C for 30 s, and ramp-up to 97 °C, with increments of 0.2 °C/s and continuous fluorescence measurement). 
Relative concentration (Cq values) was measured at a fluorescence threshold of 0.2 with LightCycler® 96 software 
version 1.1.0.1320 (Roche), and reported Cq values were used as the data for further analysis.

Mortality records
For each replicate and treatment, initial day of mortalities, duration of mortalities (days between first and last 
records) and cumulative percentage of mortality (proportion of dead from total) were recorded. Total fish in each 
tank excluded the number of fish euthanized and sampled alive. In order to focus on CyHV-3 related mortalities, 
unexpected mortality records were excluded. Early mortalities, prior to days 3 and 7 for shedders and cohabit-
ants, respectively, were removed as they could have been from causes other than the disease. Late mortalities, 
post days 12 and 16 for shedders and cohabitants, respectively, were removed since they might have been a result 
of a secondary infection wave by infected cohabitants rather than by original shedders. Furthermore, due to 
some variation in mortality initiation days among tanks and replicate experiments, mortalities of all tanks were 
aligned to the same initiation day by subtracting or adding the difference so that mortalities began at days 5 and 
8 for shedders and cohabitants, respectively. This alignment of mortality initiation does not affect cumulative or 
duration values but allows more reliable comparisons of mortality dynamics differences.

Means of mortality measures across replicates were calculated separately for each fish role (shedder or cohabit-
ant) within each of the four treatments. In figures, the original values were used as they are easier to interpret. For 
downstream statistical analyses, however, proportional cumulative mortality values were arcsine-transformed 
[Y’ = Arcsine(√Y)]. Tukey–Kramer honestly significant difference (HSD) test was used to compare final cumula-
tive mortality of the four treatments, separately for shedders and cohabitants.

Survival analyses were performed across replicates, separately for each fish role (shedder or cohabitant). 
Mortalities post day 12 and 16 for shedders and cohabitants respectively were right-censored. Log-Rank and 
Wilcoxon tests were used to calculate Chi-square between types of fish (resistant or susceptible) in shedders, 
and between the four treatments in cohabitants. All statistical analyses were done using the JMP16 software 
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).
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Relative DNA load analysis
Relative viral loads were measured in two sample types, spleen tissue of live fish (n = 223) and water filtrate 
(n = 36), hence, samples occupied several 96-well plates. To account for plate-to-plate and replicate runs variation, 
the same control samples were added to each plate, including DNA samples from two infected fish (positive for 
fish and virus PCR), two naïve non-infected fish (positive for fish but not for virus PCR) and two water controls 
(negative for fish and virus PCR). Each control type was averaged for each qPCR run/plate, and values of differ-
ent plates were normalized by adding to all plate values the difference in common control values between the 
specific plate and the reference plate. All DNA samples (whether originating from tissue or water) were analyzed 
by two PCR primer pairs, one specific to the virus (ORF139b) and another specific to the fish (EF1-α), in at least 
two technical replicates per sample, and averaged for downstream analyses.

Viral DNA load from spleen samples
DNA extracted from tissue yielded a combination of fish and viral DNAs. Before further analyses, the viral 
loads in tissue samples were related to two references using the “-ΔΔCp with efficiency correction” calculation 
 method98. The viral Cq values were related first to the fish DNA Cq values, and then to the mean level in treat-
ment S => R at day 7. After calculating these ΔΔCq values, the numbers were  Log102-ΔΔCq transformed and two 
separate data sets for shedders and cohabitants were prepared for statistical analysis. Relative loads in shedders 
were compared between susceptible or resistant by t-test, as they were sampled only at day 5. Relative loads in 
cohabitants were analyzed by a three-way ANOVA for the effects of: day (7, 10, 15 and 25), shedder type (sus-
ceptible or resistant) and cohabitant type (susceptible or resistant). Following the ANOVA, t-test was used to 
compare treatments by type of shedder or cohabitant, and Tukey–Kramer HSD was used to compare means of 
“day” by role (shedder or cohabitant) and by fish type (resistant or susceptible). The  Log102-ΔΔCq values were also 
tested by Tukey–Kramer HSD to compare all samples by day (5, 7, 10, 15 and 25) and by type of fish (susceptible 
or resistant) or role (shedder and cohabitant).

Viral load values from water samples
For spleen samples (above), where both viral and fish DNA concentrations scaled-up with tissue size used for 
extraction, viral DNA load was related to fish DNA load to account for tissue size differences among samples. 
For water samples, fish DNA can vary by condition and not just scale up with water sample volume. Thus, DNA 
was extracted from 2 L for all samples, and viral DNA loads were not related to fish DNA loads of the same water 
sample. Instead, Cq values of virus and fish DNA were related only once, each to its own reference sample, viral 
DNA load Cq values to mean viral level in treatment R => R at day 5 and fish DNA loads to the mean S => S 
level at day 5. These relative ΔCq, values were  Log102–ΔCq transformed and two separate datasets for each DNA 
type were prepared. Correlations were tested between viral and fish DNA loads in the same samples, between 
relative viral DNA load and number of mortalities and between relative fish DNA loads and number of mortali-
ties. Number of mortalities for these correlations was calculated as the sum of day before, of, and day after the 
water sampling day. We chose to sum mortalities over three days around water sampling, as the water exchange 
rate made a longer duration less relevant. In addition, relative values from both DNA types were analyzed by a 
three-way ANOVA for the effect of: sampling day, shedder type and cohabitant type. A t-test was used to com-
pare shedder types or cohabitant types by themselves. Tukey–Kramer HSD and multiple pairwise comparisons 
student’s t test were used to compare among means of day, and to compare between resistant and susceptible 
fish by their role (shedder or cohabitant).

Data availability
All data are included in the manuscript and in its supplementary materials on the journal website.
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